
Helsinki Computational History Group

“Computational history” refers to an integrated mixed 
methods approach to study large digitized historical 
sources. “Integrated” means that data science is 
combined to specialized subject knowledge; in the case 
of COMHIS, intellectual history and book history.

http://helsinki.fi/computational-history



Helsinki Computational History Group: 
Public Communication in Early-Modern Europe

- Metadata work based on 
several different library 
catalogues 

- genres (poetry, 
pamphleteering); 
intellectual traditions 
(natural law tradition, 
ancient texts 

- text reuse: genres 
(historical works, quoting 
practices)

Movement of ideas
- concepts are crucial, but 

not directly jumping into 
this for various reasons

- Theoretical 
underpinning (historians 
+ linguists) 

- Concepts as linguistic 
objects (linguists + 
historians + CS) 

Conceptual change

- UIs, APIs, 
shiny apps
etc.

Tools for others
- ESTC; Fennica; 

Kunglica; CERL; 
ECCO text reuse (+ 
EEBO text reuse); 
Finnish Newspapers

Research data releases



What have we done with respect to ESTC harmonization?

● Created an ecosystem for harmonizing ESTC -> changes traceable and 
reproducible

● Harmonized most relevant MARC fields
● Extracted printer, publisher and bookseller information from imprint 

information
● Unique IDs for all actors
● Linked ESTC to VIAF and BBTI for actors
● Algorithmically linked edition/workfield information across ESTC data
● Enriched ESTC, for example, with gender names drawn from birth record 

sources
● Ready to use ESTC and ECCO to enrich both (same applies for EEBO)
● Ongoing evaluations of ESTC as a record (f.e. comparing to STCN)



Data-driven approach to constructing and examining the 
English canon (ca. 1500-1800)

● Quantitatively constructed canon of works that were a) published most 

often, b) most frequently and c) for the longest period of time in Britain 

and North-America

● Making use of a processed version of the ESTC

● Keys to the analysis: 1) edition field information and 2) information 

extracted from imprints about publishers and printers

● analyzing the canon in terms of time, people, places, and materiality.

○ Main interest: epistemological shifts during early modern era.



The most popular subject-topics for the ten most printed works in each decade 
from 1500 to 1800.



Virtuous cycle of better data

● Combining harmonized metadata to full-text sources (ESTC & 
ECCO) -> Enables text mining in a new way, upcoming this academic 
year.

● Using full-texts to enrich metadata (ESTC & ECCO) -> Feeding 
back to the loop, better quality data, detecting subject/topics for 
example.

● Combining text reuse information to metadata (ESTC & ECCO) -> 
feeds back to edition information.

● Re-OCRing (ECCO) -> Feeds back to all processes that combine 
ECCO and ESTC. 



Humanities 
collaboration for 
better data

- Crowdsourcing experts
- Collaboration with different 

field of science, national 
libraries, infrastructures 
and projects

- Collaboration with 
companies that do 
digitization

- Interoperability & dealing 
with noise and bias

→ We need right kind of 
infrastructures for specific purposes 
that enable collaboration between 
researchers, companies and 
libraries.



Science and hermeneutics
Subjective experienceTangible objects

Need for 
mixed 
methods!
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